A REPORT COMPARES THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM INDUSTRY IN
KERALA
Section B deals with tourism industry in Kerala and. Section C deals with act itself), and time (the temporal element
which is compared by the trip itself and the stay According to WTTC Report, , India's travel and tourism is expected to
grow Tourism has potential to bring about social and cultural development.

The impact this industry can have in the different stages of economic development depends on the specific
characteristics of each country. The traditional songs also start in a stylish slow pace, then gain momentum
and end abruptly. The same investment would create only sixteen new jobs in the petroleum industry and
fifteen in metallurgy. Typical to the Adi Dravida folk dances and songs, the movements and formations of
dancers clad in white thorthu and banyan choreographed in Kuthiyottam are quick, peaks at a particular point
and ends abruptly. Total cruise-passenger visits to the Caribbean have increased by nearly 40 percent since ,
equivalent to an annual growth rate of 8. Although the majority of tourists to the Caribbean are from the
United States, the percentage is dwindling as other countries discover the islands. Tourism offers developing
countries the possibility of diversifying their export earnings, particularly given that i traditional exports are
subject to price fluctuations and ii there is a trend toward reducing the administrative, monetary, and border
formalities that affect international tourism mobility. Normally, the training starts about one to two months
before the season. They also tend toward areas of little agricultural value. Gross tourism receipts represented
some 25 percent of all export receipts. Therefore, a unit of investment in tourism would have more than
double the impact of an equivalent amount in other industries. Tourism and GDP The tourism sector in the
Latin American and Caribbean countries contributes significantly to GDP earnings, though this contribution is
not reflected in the domestic income and product accounts of most countries. D, Attukal Pongala which has
the Guinness record for being the largest gathering of women in the planet , and Chettikulangara Bharani. On
the next day these structures will be taken back. The number of hotel rooms in the Caribbean has increased by
74 percent since There has been a rapid increase in capacity in Aruba and Puerto Rico in recent years. Tourist
Income Multiplier and Value-Added The tourist income multiplier tim is a coefficient that expresses the
amount of income generated by a unit of tourism expenditure. The Dominican Republic is the largest
destination in terms of room capacity, with 24, in Because of its interdependence with other sectors of the
economy, it is difficult to analyze and plan for tourism. But it is also a reflection of the increasing importance
given to recreation and leisure as a result of rising world income levels. According to the CTO, the 77, hotel
rooms in fifteen Caribbean countries equaled 88, jobs, or almost 1. The main originating areas in were the
United States The nearby site of Kottapuram , a 16th-century fort, was also excavated from May as part of the
Muziris Heritage Project. Also, a high level of hotel construction is under way in Cuba, mostly in association
with Western European consortia.

